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Environmental Risk

• is produced through the interaction of different systems (technological, social, ecological, 
economic, political, cultural) and scales (local to global). This cross scale dynamic keeps 
these entwined systems volatile, actively producing risk.

• produces unevenly distributed vulnerabilities and harms: environmental injustices.  

• often produces dispossession and disaffection, despite urgent needs for collective response 
and coordinated action.

• calls for innovative, technically supported  forms of knowledge production, sharing and 
use.
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CALIFORNIA AT RISK



California’s Data Capacity: Making Environmental Sense? 

This is an interactive online map released by the 

US EPA in 2015 that highlights  how poverty, 

racism and pollution intersect in communities 

across the United States.  Southern California 

has some of the worst “hot spots.”  The map has 

been used internally at the EPA for about five 

years; one use was in an EPA program to “make 

a visible difference in communities.”  In 

California, the program focused on Gilroy (30 

miles from San Jose) and the Imperial Valley.   

In 2014, state agencies in California released a 

similar, more detailed map, Cal EnviroScreen, 

said to be used to distribute funds from its cap-

and-trade program for “pollution-cutting 

projects.” Kim Fortun

https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/making-visible-difference-communities
http://www.latimes.com/la-me-g-climate-funds-20140922-htmlstory.html


HOUSTON AT RISK



GEO:  How has intensive human activity -- local and from afar – marked 

and marred the landscapes of this setting? 



Community of Manchester

Houston, Texas

TECHNO:  What technical infrastructures create environmental risks in 

this setting? What technical infrastructure reduces environmental risks? 



EDEXO:  What educational and research programs advance governance 

of environmental risk in this setting?    What expertise is available in environmental 
governance? 



MACRO:  What laws and economic drivers produce environmental risks 

in this setting?  What laws and economic initiatives are in place to mitigate and 
lessen environmental risk? 



“I believe if you’re anti-oil and gas, you’re anti-Texas”

- Harvey Hilderbran, State Representative

META:  What discourses deflect attention to environmental risk 

and vulnerabilities in this setting?  What discourses focus attention on 

environmental risks? 



DEUTERO:  What  reflective, risk learning capacities are there in this 

setting? 
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TECHNO:  What technical infrastructures create environmental risks in 

this setting? What technical infrastructure reduces environmental risks? 



GEO:  How has intensive human activity -- local and from afar – marked 

and marred the landscapes of this setting? 

Rank County Station 2018 PM2.5 Average

1 Kaohsiung Zuoying 37.2

2 Kaohsiung Quanjin 33.4

3 Kaohsiung Xiaogang 33.2

4 Kaohsiung Qiaotou 32.3

5 Changhua Erlin 31.4

6 Nantou Nantou 30.6

7 Tainan Xinying 30.5

8 Kaohsiung Fengshan 30.5

9 Kaohsiung Renwu 30.4



BIO:  How has environmental stress burdened and harmed bodies in this 

setting?  How are such harms distributed across social groups? 



DEUTERO:  What  reflective, risk learning capacities are there in this 

setting? 
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